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This paper consists of 16 pages, including one page for rough work (page 16), the special front page 
plus instructions for the completion of a mark-reading sheet. 

 

STUDENT NUMBER  

          

 

Read all the instructions CAREFULLY before answering the questions: 

This paper consists of two compulsory sections:   

Section A consists of five questions. You have to answer all the questions in Section A in the space 
provided for answering it. The questions and space for answering Section A start on page 2. 

Section B consists of 35 multiple-choice questions. You have to answer all the questions on the mark-
reading sheet. Write the unique number on your mark-reading sheet. Place the completed mark-
reading sheet in your answer book. Do not staple it to the answer book. The instructions for 
completing Section B are on page 6 and the questions for Section B starts on page 7. 

All students must ensure that the page numbers of this examination paper (pages 1 to 16) follow each 
other correctly. Please report to the invigilator if your paper has any blank pages or if pages are 
printed unclearly. 

Please complete the attendance register on the back page, tear it off and hand it to the invigilator.
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SECTION A – COMPULSORY WRITTEN QUESTIONS 

Question 1  (10)  
 
(1a) In the market for milk two things happen simultaneously: first, due to increased subsidies 

from government, there was an increase in the number of dairy farmers. Second, due to 
unfavourable economic growth, the average income per household has decreased. The 
effect of the subsidies is larger than the effect of the decreased income per household. Draw 
the market for milk and show the all changes. (5) 

 

 
(1b) Critically discuss your answer in question 1a, explaining the curves and making reference to 

any changes. (5) 
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Question 2  (3)  
 
(2) Calculate the equilibrium quantity and price if the quantity demanded can be represented by 

the 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑 = 1800 + 0,6𝑃𝑃 and quantity supplied can be represented by 𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 = 7200− 0,2𝑃𝑃. (3) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Question 3  (6)  
 
(3a) When a local shop, called Burger Boet, decreases the price of hamburgers from R40 to R35, 

the quantity of the hamburgers demanded increases from 800 to 1 150. What is the price 
elasticity of demand for a burger at Burger Boet? (3) 
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(3b) How can Burger Boet increase its total revenue made from hamburgers, based on the price 
elasticity of the demand for hamburgers? (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 4  (6)  
 
(4a) When Sophie’s income increases from R12 000 to R16 000 per month, the quantity of petrol 

demanded for her car increased from 40 litres to 45 litres per month. Calculate Sophie’s 
income elasticity of demand for petrol. (3) 
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(4b) Based on Sophie’s income elasticity of demand for petrol, explain what type of good  
petrol is. (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 5  (5)  
 
The following table shows some of the cost information of a firm. Fill in the missing values  
for A to E. (5) 

Total 
units 

produced 

Total 
fixed 
cost 

Total 
variable 

cost 
Total cost Average 

fixed cost 
Average 
variable 

cost 
Average 

cost 
Marginal 

cost 

0   1 500 - - - - 
1        
2  A 1 568  34   
3   1 590   B C 
4 D  E    18 
5  123      

 

A = _________________________ 

B = _________________________ 

C = _________________________ 

D = _________________________ 

E = _________________________  
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SECTION B – COMPULSORY MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
In this section the questions must be answered on the mark-reading sheet which is supplied. 
Carefully follow the instructions for the completion of a mark-reading sheet.  
 

(i) Suppose a question reads as follows: 
 

1. What is the currency that is used in South Africa? 
 

[1] dollar 
[2] pula 
[3] cedi 
[4] rand 

 
The correct answer is 4.  You must therefore mark 4 on your mark-reading sheet. 
 

(ii) Only one of the alternatives per question – listed as [1], [2], [3] or [4] – is correct.  You must 
therefore not mark more than one alternative per question. 

(iii) You will receive 2 marks for a correct answer.  No marks will be deducted for incorrect 
answers. 

(iv) Section B consists of 35 questions and thus counts 70 marks out of the total of 100. 
 

Your mark-reading sheet may get lost. You must therefore also write your answers to this 
section on page 15 of your examination answer book. 
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1. Economics is _____ 
 

[1] a study of the ethics of making money. 
[2] the study of how scarce resources are allocated in an attempt to satisfy unlimited wants. 
[3] the study of direct and indirect relationships between inputs and outputs in various 

production methods. 
[4] a sub discipline of business management. 

 
Use the following production possibility curve (PPC) of Narnia to answer questions 2 to 4. Narnia can 
only produce swords or ships. 

  
2. Point ___ shows an efficient use of resources, while point ___ is unattainable. 
 

[1] A; B 
[2] B; C 
[3] C; D 
[4] D; E 

 
3. Narnia is currently producing eight ships but decides to increase the production of ships to 12. 

What is the opportunity cost of the decision? 
 

[1] 3 000 swords 
[2] 4 000 swords 
[3] 6 000 swords 
[4] 10 000 swords 
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4. What will most likely happen when there is an influx of workers into Narnia? 
 

[1] Point E will become unattainable 
[2] Point B could become attainable 
[3] Narnia will not be able to produce 12 ships anymore 
[4] Narnia will not be able to produce 10 000 swords anymore 

 
5. Which one of the following is a positive statement? 
 

[1] A black Porsche looks much better than a red one  
[2] BMW makes better cars than Mercedes Benz 
[3] Japanese cars are more reliable than American cars 
[4] Ferrari is an Italian sports car manufacturer 

 
6. Which of the following is not one of the central economic questions that all economic systems 

aim to answer? 
 

[1] What goods and services will be produced? 
[2] Who will produce these goods and services? 
[3] How will these goods and services be produced? 
[4] For whom will these goods and services be produced? 

 
7. What type of economy is the South African economy? 
 

[1] a traditional system 
[2] a command system 
[3] a market system 
[4] a mixed economy 

 
8. Which of the following statements about production, income and spending is true? 
 

[1] Spending and income are per definition always equal but production can differ 
[2] Spending and production are per definition always equal but income can differ 
[3] Production and income are per definition always equal but spending can differ  
[4] Production, income and spending are per definition always equal 

 
9. When you sell your natural resources on the factor market, what type of remuneration will you 

receive? 
 

[1] rent 
[2] interest 
[3] wage 
[4] profit 
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Use the following diagram to answer question 10 and 11. 
 

 

10. Which of the following can be a real example of the arrow labelled “a”? 
 

[1] food 
[2] profit 
[3] land 
[4] spending  

 
11. Which of the following can be a real example of the arrow labelled “b”? 
 

[1] food 
[2] profit 
[3] land 
[4] spending 

 
12. Which of the following illustrates the law of demand best? 
 

[1] John really wanted to attend a concert, even when the price of a ticket increased, he still 
bought one. 

[2] Jane sells dresses and when she increased the price of the dresses, she sold more 
dresses 

[3] Jason wants to buy the most expensive diamond ring for his fiancée.  
[4] Jacob wanted to buy a shirt and he bought two when he saw it was on sale. 
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13. Which of the following is most likely to happen during a drought? 
 

[1] There will be an increase in the supply of vegetables. 
[2] There will be an increase in the quantity supplied of vegetables.  
[3] There will be a decrease in the supply of vegetables. 
[4] There will be a decrease in the quantity supplied of vegetables. 

 
14. What area on the graph below represents the producer surplus? 

 
[1] area P10E 
[2] area PM0E 
[3] area P1Q10 

[4] area P1EPM  
 
15. Socks and shoes are compliments in consumption. What will happen in the market for socks if 

the supply of shoes decreases? 
 

[1] The supply of socks will decrease 
[2] The supply of socks will increase 
[3] The demand of socks will decrease 
[4] The demand of socks will increase 

 
16. If socks and shoes are compliments in consumption, which of the following could be the cross-

price elasticity of demand for socks and shoes? 
 

[1] -1 
[2] 0 
[3] +1 
[4] +2 
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17. What is the difference between cardinal and ordinal utility? 
 

[1] Cardinal utility puts a numerical value to the amount of utility you receive from consuming 
a product, while ordinal utility ranks the utility received from consumption. 

[2] Cardinal utility is the most important measurement of utility, while ordinal utility is less 
important. 

[3] Ordinal utility is the ordinary method of calculating total utility while cardinal utility is more 
advanced. 

[4] Ordinal utility measures utility in numerical values, while cardinal utility expresses utility in 
utils. 

 
Moses enjoys steak and beer. The table below shows the utility Moses gets from consuming steak 
and beers. Use the following table to answer questions 18 to 20.  
 

Units 
consumed 

Steak Beer 

Total utility Marginal 
utility 

Weighted 
marginal 

utility 
Total utility Marginal 

utility 
Weighted 
marginal 

utility 

0 0 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A 

1 100 100 2 105 105 7 

2 170 70 1.4 195 90 6 

3 200 30 0.6 240 45 3 

4 195 -5 -0.1 261 21 1.4 

5 175 -20 -0.4 261 0 0 
 
18. When will the law of diminishing marginal utility for beers sets in? 
 

[1] the first beer 
[2] the second beer 
[3] the third beer 
[4] the fourth beer 

 
19. What is the cost of beer and steaks respectively? 
 

[1] a beer is R15 and a steak is R30 
[2] a beer is R10 and a steak is R30 
[3] a beer is R25 and a steak is R40 
[4] a beer is R15 and a steak is R50 
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20. Which of the following combinations will maximise Moses’s utility if he has R160 to spend on 
beer and steak? 

 
[1] two steaks and four beers 
[2] two steaks and five beers 
[3] four steaks and five beers 
[4] five steaks and five beers 

 
21. Jonathan is a plumber. He employs two workers and has some capital: a van, some tools and 

other plumbing equipment. What can be defined as the “long run” for Jonathan? 
 

[1] the time it takes to start making a profit 
[2] the time it takes for Jonathan to employ more workers 
[3] the time it takes for Jonathan to buy another van 
[4] the time it takes Jonathan to fix pipes and plumbing 
 

22. Hannah decides to quit her job with a monthly salary of R22 000 and open her own shop. In the 
first month, Hannah received a total revenue of R75 000 but had a total cost of R52 000. What 
type of profit or loss did Hannah make in this first month? 

 
[1] an economic loss and an accounting loss  
[2] an economic profit but an accounting loss 
[3] an economic loss but an accounting profit 
[4] an economic profit and an accounting profit 

 
23. There are ten steps to make a product. If the firm starts employing labourers, on what labourer 

will the law of diminishing return set in? 
 

[1] the first worker 
[2] the tenth worker 
[3] the eleventh worker 
[4] the twelfth worker 

 
24. Which one of the following cost curves does not have a shape that is explained by the law of 

diminishing marginal returns? 
 

[1] the total costs 
[2] the average total costs 
[3] the average fixed costs 
[4] the average variable costs 

 
25. In a perfect competition there are _____ buyers and sellers, so that all sellers and buyers are 

______ while in a monopolistic market there are ______, making sellers _____. 
 

[1] many; price takers; only one seller; price makers 
[2] some; price makers; only one seller; price takers 
[3] many; price takers; a few sellers; price takers 
[4] some; price makers; a few sellers; price makers 
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26. A firm in a perfectly competitive market sells goods for R10 per unit. If the average fixed cost is 

R5 and the average variable cost is R7, which one of the following is correct? 
 

[1] The firm is making a profit and should continue selling goods to maximise profits. 
[2] The firm is making a loss but should increase production in order make a profit. 
[3] The firm is making a loss but should continue selling goods to minimise losses. 
[4] The firm is making a loss and should shut-down in order to minimise losses. 

 
27. The following table shows the total cost of producing a product for a firm in a perfectly 

competitive market. If the market price of the good is R200, how many units should the firm 
produce in order to maximise profits? 

 

Units produced Total cost 

100 R10 000 

101 R10 200 

102 R10 320 

103 R10 400 
 

[1] 100 units 
[2] 101 units 
[3] 102 units 
[4] 103 units 

 
Use the figure below to answer questions 28 and 29. The figure shows the short-run conditions of a 
firm in a perfectly competitive market.  
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28. This firm is making _______ 
 

[1] an economic profit of R105 125 
[2] an economic loss of R83 375 
[3] a normal loss of R21 750 
[4] an economic profit of R21 750 

 
29. In the long run _______ will _____ the industry so that the market supply curve shifts to the 

_____, until prices _______ sufficiently so that all firms make a normal profit only. 
 

[1] existing firms; exit; right; decrease 
[2] new firms; enter; right; decrease 
[3] existing firms; exit; left; increase 
[4] new firms; enter; left; increase 

 
30. Which one of the following statements about the goods and the labour market is correct? 
 

[1] Households create the supply in the labour market. 
[2] Firms create the supply in the labour market. 
[3] Households create the supply in the goods market. 
[4] Firms create the demand in the goods market. 

 
31. Joan received an increase of 5% in her daily wage. If prices in general increases with 7%, which 

one of the following is true? 
 

[1] Joan received an increase in her nominal and real wage. 
[2] Joan received a decrease in her nominal and real wage. 
[3] Joan received an increase in her nominal wage but a decrease in her real wage. 
[4] Joan received a decrease in her nominal wage but an increase in her real wage. 

 
32. Which of the following will cause an increase in the supply of labour? 
 

[1] better benefits for workers, such as pension or medical aid 
[2] higher wages for workers 
[3] taking away the minimum wage  
[4] development of new machinery that can replace workers in certain fields 

 
33. What is not a characteristic of a perfectly competitive labour market? 
 

[1] There must be a large number of buyers and sellers. 
[2] All participants have to have perfect knowledge of the market. 
[3] The government should not intervene in the labour market. 
[4] Workers have to have fixed contracts, preventing them from changing jobs.  
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Use the diagram below which illustrates the imposition of a minimum wage wm in a perfectly 
competitive labour market and answer Question 34 

 
34. Which one of the following statements about the diagram is false? 
 

[1] At wm there is an excess supply of labour. 
[2] The imposition of wm may increase the employers’ costs of production. 
[3] The minimum wage, wm, may have been introduced in an attempt to ensure a certain 

minimum standard of living for all workers. 
[4] With the imposition of wm, the supply curve of labour will shift outwards. 
 

35. Workers are likely to have more bargaining power to negotiate higher wages with  
employers if_____ 

 
[1] there is an excess supply for labour. 
[2] they are more skilled. 
[3] they do not belong to a trade union. 
[4] there is unlimited substitution of capital for labour. 

 

Your mark-reading sheet may get lost and therefore you should please also write down 
your answers for Section B in the space provided below. 

B1 B8 B15 B22 B29 

B2 B9 B16 B23 B30 

B3 B10 B17 B24 B31 

B4 B11 B18 B25 B32 

B5 B12 B19 B26 B33 

B6 B13 B20 B27 B34 

B7 B14 B21 B28 B35 
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